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Abstract
Experimental observations on core particle and impurity transport from the Axial Symmetric
Divertor Experiment Upgrade [O.Gruber, H.-S. Bosch, S. Gunter et al., Nucl Fusion 39, 1321
(1999)] and the Joint European Torus [J. Pamela, E.R. Solano, and JET EFDA Contributors,
Nucl. Fusion 43, 1540 (2003)] tokamaks are reviewed and compared. Robust general experimental
behaviours observed in both the devices and related parametric dependences are identied. The
experimental observations are compared with the most recent theoretical results in the eld of core
particle transport.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS
Recently, a large part of the research on core transport in the Axial Symmetric Divertor
Experiment (ASDEX) Upgrade (AUG) [1] and the Joint European Torus (JET) [2] tokamaks
has been dedicated to particle [3{15]. and impurity transport [16{23].
Particle transport, namely the transport of electrons, main ions and impurities, is an
essential ingredient in the physics understanding of transport in tokamak plasmas. Heat
and particle transport channels are often strongly coupled, and the general physics under-
standing of core transport cannot be obtained by focusing exclusively on the heat transport
channels. Moreover, the experimental observations on both heat and particle transport con-
sidered together provide much more stringent validation tests for theoretical models than
observations on heat transport alone.
Particle transport determines the shape of the electron, main ions and impurity proles.
This has important consequences related to the capability of extrapolating present tokamak
scenarios to next step devices like the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) [24], since the shape of the density prole, as well as the existence and magnitude of
an inward particle pinch, have several important implications, like the need and amount of
fuelling, the inuence of the density limit or of the density gradient on magnetohydrodynam-
ical limits, as well as the amount of bootstrap current produced by the plasma. Moreover, a
peaked deuterium density prole is prone to produce central impurity accumulation by neo-
classical transport [25]. While a peaked deuterium density prole has positive consequences
on the fusion performance, highly charged impurity accumulation is disadvantageous since
it dilutes the main ions and can cause severe losses by radiation. Therefore, an important
step is the identication of plasma conditions which lead to impurity accumulation, in order
to be able to predict whether accumulation could take place also in a burning plasma. In
combination, external tools to suppress impurity accumulation have to be identied and the
physical mechanisms on which they rely have to be assessed in order to verify whether they
are likely to be eective in a burning plasma.
While experimentally studies of electron transport and of impurity transport are often
performed separately since they involve dierent diagnostics, it is our opinion that it is
useful to consider the problem of particle transport (electron, main ions and impurities) as
a single topic of research. This is because the behaviour of the dierent species is strongly
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coupled in the plasma, and because from the theoretical point of view electrons and ions
are governed by the same basic equations, although with dierent charges and masses. It
must be underlined that experimental phenomena of impurity transport can shed light on
the behaviour of the electrons as well, when the physics understanding of the impurity
transport behaviour is obtained in the framework of a theoretical model.
Finally, the comparison and combination of results from dierent devices often allows
a more complete assessment of the parameter domains within which specic experimental
behaviours are observed and a more robust identication of parameter dependences.
To this purpose, the present paper reviews and compares recent experimental results on
particle and impurity core transport in AUG and JET, aiming at identifying a set of basic
particle and impurity transport behaviours present in both the devices. These experimental
behaviours are compared with the most recent theoretical results describing transport caused
by microinstabilities present in the plasma core.
In the next section, observations from AUG and JET H{mode plasmas are combined in
a single database and the statistically most relevant parameters describing density peaking
and empirical scalings with related ITER projections are presented. These empirical results
are compared with gyrouid and gyrokinetic results in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, examples of
suppression of impurity accumulation with external heating in AUG and JET are presented,
and common properties in the anomalous transport of impurities are discussed. Finally Sec.
V compares the experimental behaviour with calculations of impurity transport caused by
core microinstabilities.
II. ELECTRON DENSITY PEAKING IN AUG AND JET H{MODE PLASMAS
A database of 343 AUG observations and 277 JET observations has been built, starting
from previous separate works in the two devices [4, 9, 12]. A set of plasma parameters has
been dened in a consistent way and data have been taken from the same kind of diagnostics
in the two devices when possible, in such a way to minimize as much as possible system-
atic errors. In particular a consistent set of density proles for the two devices has been
obtained by computing line integrals of measured JET density proles with the geometry
of the AUG interferometer and then by inverting both computed JET and measured AUG
interferometry signals with the same method of projection on a set of basis functions. We
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= 0:2) = hn
e
i because, among many
others, by this denition, the value of density peaking turns out to be strongly constrained
by the interferometer line integrals and does not change signicantly when changing the set
of basis functions (the symbol h i denotes a volume average). A multivariate statistical
analysis, including regressions in both linear and logarithmic forms, and over a large set of
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in order to check its relevance in the regression with respect to collisionality, to which it
is strongly correlated in the separate databases of the two devices and remains correlated
also in the combined database. Geometry parameters like elongation and aspect ratio have
been excluded since their variation is limited in AUG and JET. Instead the dimensional
parameter R
geo
has been introduced as a device label. This allows us to check whether its
inclusion in the regressions aects the relevance of some dimensionless variables, or if its
relevance in regressions increases when excluding some dimensionless variables. Finally the



































and quanties the beam contribution to density peaking. The neutral beam heating and
particle source proles are computed for all the observations in the database by the steady{
state Fokker{Planck PENCIL code [26] for JET data and the Monte Carlo FAFNER code
[27] for AUG data. The normalized logarithmic temperature gradient R=T (dT=dr) has





regression over a set of well diagnosed AUG and JET proles reveals that the normalized












=hT i   0:37) with
RMSE normalized to the mean value of 9.72 %. Therefore, in the statistical analysis over
the full AUG and JET dataset, and consistently with the denition used for the density
peaking, we have replaced the logarithmic temperature gradient in Eq. (2) with the quantity
(T
2
=hT i  0:37). Assuming that the ratio =D is a weak function of the plasma parameters,
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which is the strongest assumption in this procedure, it can be treated as a constant. Then
all the other terms in the right hand side of Eq. (2) can be evaluated using the parameters
available in the database. We note that the denition of  

NBI
in Eq. (2) is such that






provides an empirical estimate of the average value of =D over the
full set of observations of the database. In our approach, in which the regressed variable




i, the regression coeÆcient of  

NBI
can still be interpreted














We have performed both linear and logarithmic regressions, although linear regressions
are deemed more appropriate given the physical meaning and the range of variation of the
regressed variable. According to [28], we dene the following parameter to describe the
statistical relevance StR
j
of the parameter X
j














), where with STD we denote the usual standard
deviation (the same denition is adopted in logarithmic regressions). The parameter StR
j
estimates the variation of the regressed variable for one standard deviation variation of the
regression variable X
j
, keeping xed all the other regression variables. Furthermore, we









is one standard deviation, namely a 66.67% condence interval, of the estimated regression
coeÆcient a^
j
. Very similar results have been found with linear and logarithmic regressions.
Table 1 shows the statistical relevance of the regression variables in a set of dierent linear






are alternatively included and excluded. Plots of the









are presented in Fig. 1. A more detailed description of the statistical analysis will
be reported in a separate publication [14]. The main conclusions of the statistical analysis
are the following.
 Collisionality is highly signicant, and is the most relevant parameter in all the re-
gression models in which it is included, as shown in Table 1.
 The Greenwald fraction is relevant and signicant only if collisionality is excluded.








is negligible in regressions with collisionality, whereas at xed Green-




 The beam fuelling parameter is always signicant and relevant, as it is shown in Table
1 and as it can be also inferred from the systematic dierence between points with
ICRH only and points with NBI in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). It can become the most
relevant parameter when collisionality is excluded (3rd line in Table 1). However in
no regression the beam fuelling is found to be able to describe alone the full observed
variation of density peaking. In particular, in regressions with collisionality, it cannot
explain more than 30 % of the observed variation of density peaking. Finally, in
regressions which include collisionality in the regression variables, the ratio =D is
found to be around 1.5, in agreement with previous estimates obtained on the set of
JET data alone [12], whereas it is found to be larger (around 2.5) in regressions which
include the Greenwald fraction and exclude collisionality.
These points, in addition to the observation of peaked density proles at low collisionality
with radiofrequency heating only, lead to the conclusion that an inward anomalous pinch
exists in low collisionality H{mode plasmas, and it is the main cause of the observed peaking.
We mention that a collisionality dependence of density peaking very similar to that ob-
served in AUG and JET has been observed recently also in Alcator C-Mod [29], conrming
the existence of an anomalous inward pinch producing peaked density proles in low colli-
sionalilty H{mode plasmas.
The eects of this anomalous pinch on the ITER electron density prole can be empir-
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  (4:030  0:810) ; (3)
with RMSE = 0.115 (66.7% condence intervals for the regression coeÆcients, corresponding





= 0:2) = hn
e
i ' 1:46 0:04. With the denition of 
eff
in Eq. (1), ITER collisionality
is 0.19, namely the ITER prediction can be considered as the value of density peaking in
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the limit of low collisionality and in the absence of beam source ( 

NBI
= 0), at zero particle
ux. It is equivalent to a dimensionless logarithmic density gradient at mid{radius R=L
n
between 2.5 and 3.5. These numbers will be compared with the theoretical results in the
next section.
The fact that, unlikely in L{mode plasmas [9], no relevance is found for parameters like the
safety factor q
95
or the internal inductance l
i
is surprising and certainly puzzling. Moreover,
in contrast to H{mode plasmas, density proles of JET L{mode plasmas are observed to
depend mainly on the peaking of the current prole and not on the collisionality [9], On the
contrary, a collisionality dependence of the peaking of the density proles has been observed
in AUG L{mode plasmas [10]. Finally we mention that on a subset of 114 JET observations
in which measurements of both the ion and the electron temperature are available, a positive





III. COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL RESULTS
The theoretically predicted local slope of the density prole at zero particle ux can be
computed with present gyrokinetic codes. Usually, these use as input the gradients of the
proles to compute the corresponding uxes. Therefore, a set of runs at dierent values
of the logarithmic density gradient R=L
n
allows the identication of the value of R=L
n
at which the particle ux crosses zero. Of course, in general the particle ux does not
depend exclusively on the density gradient, therefore this calculation provides the particle
ux dependence on the density gradient for a given set of the other parameters.









' 6, it is found that, in the collisionless limit, for small values of
R=L
n
the total particle ux is directed inwards, while for large values of R=L
n
is directed
outwards. In Fig. 2a, the behaviour of the particle ux as a function of the logarithmic
density gradient R=L
n







in quasi-linear calculations with the linear version of the GS2
code [30, 31]. For comparison, nonlinear results in the collisionless limit with the GENE
code [32] at R=L
T
= 9 are also plotted, showing good agreement with the quasi{linear






details of the quasi{linear model adopted in these calculations are provided in [32, 33]. The
intersections at zero particle ux obtained by these calculations are reported in Fig. 2b.
The curve of R=L
n
at   = 0 as a function of R=L
T
identies domains of instability for the
ion temperature gradient (ITG) and the trapped electron mode (TEM) microinstabilities.









the instability is an ITG, and the particle ux is directed inwards. Finally,
for large values of R=L
n
, the instability is a density gradient driven TEM (e.g. [33{35] )
and the particle ux is directed outwards. Such an instability occurs also at values of R=L
T
which are below the ITG threshold. In that case, the R=L
n
driven TEM has a threshold
in R=L
n
(e.g. curve at R=L
T
= 0 in Fig. 2a). Since we are mainly presenting results from
linear calculations, we have to mention that this threshold can have a nonlinear upshift [34]
similar to the one found for the ITG threshold for R=L
T i
[36]. In Fig. 2b, the domain of
logarithmic temperature gradients usually measured in H{mode plasmas in AUG and JET
is also highlighted, R=L
T
between 4 and 7.5, which is above, but rather close to the ITG
threshold. The curve   = 0 identies a corresponding range of values for R=L
n
, which
are those predicted in the collisionless limit for experimental values of R=L
T
. These are
found to be between 3 and 4, namely in the same range measured in the experiments at low
collisionality, and not far from the ITER prediction obtained with the combined AUG{JET
scaling for density peaking. We recall that the ITER prediction provided by the scaling
corresponds in practice to the limit of low collisionality and zero particle ux.
Transport simulations with the GLF23 model [37] and the ASTRA code [38] of the ITER
standard scenario provide values of R=L
n
at mid{radius around 3 and a peaking factor of
1.45 [39]. GLF23 is found in rather good agreement with linear and nonlinear gyrokinetic
results in the determination of the condition of zero particle ux as a function of plasma
parameters in the collisionless limit [32]. Therefore, there is a rather large consensus in the
theoretical predictions of the peaking of the density prole in the collisionless limit at zero
particle ux. The theoretical prediction turns out to be very close to the value of density
peaking obtained by the scaling of the density peaking in AUG and JET H{mode plasmas
at ITER values, namely low collisionality and zero particle ux, as well as to the values of
density peaking measured in low collisionality plasmas in AUG and JET. Such an agreement
between theory and experimental observations is in our opinion a non{trivial result.
The investigation of the behaviour of passing and trapped electrons in the velocity space
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in nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations with the GENE code reveals that, in the case of ITG
turbulence, the inward particle ux is produced by an inward pinch carried by trapped
electrons. On the contrary, in the case of density gradient driven TEM turbulence, trapped
electrons move outwards [32]. Since the inward pinch is carried by trapped electrons in ITG
turbulence, a reduction of the pinch with increasing collisionality has to be expected. This
reduction is actually found in both gyrouid [5] and gyrokinetic [33, 40] calculations, which
is in qualitative agreement with the experimental observation that density peaking decreases
with increasing collisionality.
Transport simulations with the gyrouid model GLF23 on a subset of AUG plasmas of
the database are found to provide a collisionality dependence of density peaking which is in
quantititative agreement with the experimental observations [5]. In that work, it is shown
that collisionality is the crucial physics ingredient in the transport model to obtain an
agreement with the experimental observations. On the contrary, quasi-linear and nonlinear
ux{tube gyrokinetic simulations nd that the inward pinch vanishes with increasing colli-
sionality at collisionality values which are almost one order of magnitude lower than those
achieved in the experiments [33, 40]. More recently, highly physics comprehensive global
nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations nd inward particle pinches also at experimental values
of collisionality [41]. The latter result is certainly an important step towards a quantitative
agreement between the results of nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations and the empirically de-
termined collisionality dependence of density peaking. Such an agreement, however, is still
missing at present.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON IMPURITY TRANSPORT
The increasing amount of experimental and theoretical evidence that the ITER density
prole will not be at, as presented in the previous sections, in combination with the need
of using highly charged materials in the ITER plasma facing components and possibly a
radiative mantel at the edge to mitigate heat loads on the walls, strongly motivates the
study of impurity transport in the plasma core. This is undertaken intensively in both AUG
and JET.
In AUG, the experimental study of impurity transport is receiving more and more im-
portance since an increasing amount of plasma facing components is covered by tungsten{
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armour. Over an extended dataset of H{mode discharges in AUG, it is observed that the
brightness of the central bolometer line of sight is proportional to the brightness of a periph-
eral line of sight (tangent at  ' 0:4) in all plasmas which have central wave heating, ion
cyclotron (ICRH) or electron cyclotron (ECH) resonance heating, or are sawtoothing, while
plasmas without sawteeth and without central wave heating show a central brightness which
is much larger [16]. These large dierences can only be explained by strong central radiation
of medium-Z to high-Z elements, which must have large density gradients inside  ' 0:4 in
the latter case. These results motivated a set of dedicated experiments in AUG with Si laser
ablation to quantify the eects [17]. The Si central diusivity is strongly increased from neo-
classical values up to almost one order of magnitude larger than neoclassical, when central
ICRH or ECH heating is added. Correspondingly it is observed that the central eective
heat conductivity increases by an order of magnitude, being at neoclassical levels before the
switch{on of wave heating, and becoming anomalous afterwards. Fig. 3 shows an example
of the results obtained in these experiments, comparing a case with NBI heating only, and
cases with ECH on{axis and o{axis. The largest central diusivities of Si are obtained in
conditions of localized on{axis ECH. In these cases a very small pinch to diusivity ratio is
measured, in contrast with the case of NBI heating only, which shows a large inward pinch
to diusivity ratio, consistent with neoclassical theory [17]. From these observations, the
use of central wave heating as a control tool to avoid tungsten accumulation has become
regular on AUG, where the use of ECH is more eÆcient [16, 18, 21]. As revealed by the
Si trace experiments [17], central wave heating not only can have the eect of reducing the
central main ion density peaking, and therefore the neoclassical inward drift, but also of
increasing the central diusion above neoclassical levels. Moreover, the reduction of density
peaking would not be suÆcient to explain the suppression of impurity accumulation within
neoclassical theory alone, as shown by specic neoclassical calculations with the NEOART
code [42, 43].
Therefore, the general result in AUG is that if central heat transport is anomalous,
high Z impurities are not observed to accumulate. It must be emphasized that we refer
to the very central region of the plasma, where the temperature gradients atten, unless a
strongly localized heat source is provided. In the connement region, namely 0:3 < r=a <
0:8, impurity transport is regularly observed to be anomalous, and never accumulating.
Moreover, in the presence of strong central electron heating, particle pinches very close to
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zero or even outward convection are observed.
The possibility of an inversion of the direction of the particle convection from inward
to outward in conditions when the diusivity is measured to be anomalous is interesting
and has important applications in the case impurities have to be injected in the edge of
the plasma to produce a radiative matel in order to reduce the heat loads on the walls,
but their penetration in the bulk has to be avoided. The study of the direction of particle
convection in response to ion or electron auxiliary heating has been studied recently at JET
[22]. In H{mode plasmas, about 3 MW of ICRH have been added to 12 to 14 MW of NBI
heating, applying two dierent heating schemes. In the rst case, at small concentrations
of He
3
, a minority heating (MH) scheme is produced, delivering the largest amount of wave
heating to the ions. In the second case, at larger concentrations of He
3
, a mode conversion
(MC) scheme is obtained, delivering the largest amount of wave heating to the electrons.
In response to the two dierent heating methods, a dierence in the Ni trace behaviour is
regularly observed. In the case of MH, the diusivity is close to the neoclassical levels in
the very central part of the plasma column (r=a < 0:2), and strong accumulation, consistent
with neoclassical predictions, is observed. In the connement region, 0:3 < r=a < 0:8, the
diusivity is at least one order of magnitude larger than neoclassical, and the same is true
for the pinch velocity, directed inwards. However, the ratio V=D remains around 1, much
smaller than in neoclassical theory (larger than 10). In contrast to the observations with
MH, in the case of MC diusivity and pinch are observed above the neoclassical levels along
the whole radius, and the convection term is measured to be smaller in absolute value than in
the MH case and directed outwards. Observations of impurity convection directed outwards
with auxiliary electron heating are also consistent with experimental results in TCV in the
presence of strong ECH [44].
In JET, experiments are also performed in order to measure the diusivity and pinch
of impurities as a function of the impurity charge. A method which combines dierent
diagnostics has been set which allows us to track simultaneously the dynamics of several
dierent impurities [23]. In a set of H{mode plasmas in JET, up to four impurities He, Ne,
Ar and Ni, are injected in the same discharge at a similar time [45]. In the connement
region, no strong dependence of either the diusivity and the pinch to diusivity ratio on
the charge is observed. The diusion coeÆcients are measured one order of magnitude
larger than the neoclassical values, both in the core and at mid{radius, while the pinch to
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diusivity ratio are measured much smaller than the neoclassical predictions. These results
on the charge dependence of impurity transport provide a further experimental conrmation
that, if the impurity transport is anomalous, no physics mechanism producing an impurity
peaking which strongly increases with increasing charge is at play, unlike in neoclassical
transport.
In summary, both AUG and JET experimental results on impurity transport provide a
general consistent picture of the behaviour of the impurities in tokamak plasmas. In the
very central region of the plasma column, impurity transport can be both neoclassical or
anomalous. In the connement region, impurity transport is always observed to be anoma-
lous. If the transport is anomalous, namely in the presence of an impurity diusivity above
the neoclassical prediction, the impurity proles never show strong accumulation, and have
a peaking which is comparable to that of the electron density prole. This behaviour is
observed to be rather independent of the charge of the impurity, with consequently rather
at concentration proles for all charges. Moreover, in the presence of an anomalous impu-
rity diusivity, evidence of the existence of an anomalous pinch is observed. Interestingly,
the anomalous convection can be directed both inwards or outwards, and there is an agree-
ment among the experiments indicating that conditions of electron heating produce smaller
inward pinches with respect to ion heating, or even small outward convection, with conse-
quent hollow impurity density proles. While the present observations are consistent, we
acknowledge that they are still rather fragmentary. Additional systematic experimental ef-
forts are required to better identify not only domains of parameters at which anomalous
impurity transport, and therefore no accumulation, is expected, but also specic parameter
dependences of both diusivity and pinch.
V. IMPURITY TRANSPORT PRODUCED BY CORE MICROINSTABILITIES
Core impurity transport can have important consequences on the plasma performance,
up to a radiative collapse. However, the eort of going beyond the neoclassical theory and
provide a theoretical description of the experimental observations also when they exceed the
neoclassical predictions started only very recently.
The experimental results presented in the previous section allow the identication of two
general requirements that a theoretical prediction of anomalous impurity transport must
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satisfy in order to not disagree with the experimental observations. Firstly, it should not
involve mechanisms of impurity pinch which increase with increasing charge more strongly
than the diusivity, leading to strong accumulation. Secondly, it must be such to provide a
convection directed both inwards and outwards depending on the plasma parameters. Here,
we show that these requirements are fullled by the transport produced by microinstabilities
like ITG and TEM, which are recognized as the main cause of anomalous heat transport in
tokamak plasmas.
In a mainly electrostatic turbulent plasma, three dominant mechanisms transporting
impurities can be indentied. The rst is the E  B advection and compression. The
advection contributes to the diagonal transport, while the compression provides a charge
independent inward pinch often called curvature or q{pinch [46, 47], which corresponds to
the same pinch mechanism identied by the Turbulent Equipartition theory [48, 49]. This
pinch mechanism has also been indentied recently in the framework of the theory of ratchet
processes [50].
The second mechanism, usually called thermodiusion, comes from the coupling with
temperature uctuations via the rB and curvature drift and causes a pinch term which is
proportional to the logarithmic impurity temperature gradient. It decreases with increasing
impurity charge as a consequence of the inverse charge dependence of the curvature drift
[51{54]. This mechanism has the property of reversing its direction as a function of the
direction of propagation of the turbulence. It is directed inwards for modes propagating in
the electron diamagnetic direction, whereas it is directed outwards from modes propagating
in the ion diamagnetic direction. Hence, it is in opposite directions with respect to the
equivalent mechanism transporting electrons [7, 46, 47].
The third mechanism is connected with the parallel compression of parallel velocity uc-
tuations produced along the eld line by the uctuating electrostatic potential [53]. This
convective term is proportional to the ratio of the charge to the mass number of the impurity,
and therefore does not vanish for suÆciently ionized heavy impurities. This mechanism is
directed inwards for instabilities rotating in the ion diamagnetic direction, while it is directed
outwards for instability directed in the electron diamagnetic direction.
The total turbulent pinch results as a complex combination of at least these three mech-
anisms and therefore is connected with the dominant instabilities in the plasma and nally
with its turbulent state. We observe that the transport produced by these mechanisms ful-
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ls both the requirements derived from the analysis of the experimental results, namely no
strong accumulation increasing with increasing charge is predicted, and convective mecha-
nisms directed both inwards and outwards are possible.
In Fig. 4, the eects of the dierent mechanisms are shown on an experimental case. The
Z dependence of the pinch to diusivity ratio  RV=D of a trace impurity is computed with







) AUG H{mode plasma with central ECH. The calculation of V and D
for a trace impurity is obtained following the method described in [53]. Circles show the
dependence obtained when the actual plasma parameters are used, namely  = 0:16, q = 1:4,










, where the impurity temperature
prole has been taken equal to the deuterium temperature. The dominant instability is




, due to the relatively high collisionality and
the rather small density gradient of this plasma. The curve with triangles shows the results
of similar calculations but considering a at temperature gradient for the trace impurity.
This allows us to single out the contribution due to thermodiusion (curve with crosses in the
gure), which is found to be directed outwards, as the negative sign indicates, consistent with
the ion diamagnetic direction of rotation of these modes. Moreover the curve with squares
shows the results obtained in the case that a dominant TEM instability is present, which
has been obtained by increasing the logarithmic electron temperature gradient up to 9, and
decreasing the collisionality by a factor of 5. In this case the thermodiusion contribution
(not shown) is directed inwards, and for large values of Z, where thermodiusion becomes
small, the outward parallel compression term balances the inward EB compression pinch
to provide a total pinch very close to zero and a at or even slightly hollow density prole for
highly charged impurities. The eect of the parallel compression is also visible for W when an
experimentally observed ionisation stage, namelyW
46+
, is considered, as shown in the gure
by the diamond point (Z = 46 and A = 184), for the experimental input parameters. The
reduction of the pinch to diusion ratio with respect to the curve obtained assuming A = 2Z
is due exclusively to a reduction of the inward pinch and is attributed to the reduction of
the pinch due to parallel compression, which is directed inwards for ITG instabilities. The
diusion coeÆcient is instead the same as the one obtained in the case A = 2Z, showing
that the diusion coeÆcient becomes independent of A at large values of A. The pinch
is caused by the reduction of the Z=A ratio to which the parallel compression pinch is
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proportional. In general, the reduction of the pinch to diusion ratio of highly charged trace
impurities predicted in the case of dominant TEM instabilities is in qualitative agreement
with the observation of an eÆcient attening of the impurity concentration proles in the
presence of auxiliary electron heating observed in tokamaks [17, 22, 44]. The overall result
that turbulent transport does not predict mechanisms of impurity pinching which strongly
increase with increasing Z, as instead it is predicted by neoclassical theory, is in agreement
with the whole set of experimental observations in AUG and JET.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The comparison and combination of experimental observations from dierent devices,
such as AUG and JET, on particle and impurity transport allows a more robust identication
of general plasma behaviours and of their parametric dependences.
By combining observations of AUG and JET H-mode plasmas, a database has been built
for the statistical study of parameters describing density peaking in the two devices. Colli-
sionality is found to be the statistically most relevant parameter in multivariable regressions
for the density peaking. The contribution of the beam fuelling is never negligible, but alone
is found to be unable to describe the full observed variation of density peaking. These re-
sults, in combination with the observation of peaked density proles with wave heating only
at low collisionality, can only be explained by the existence of an anomalous inward pinch
in low collisionality H{mode plasmas. A scaling for density peaking which include collision-







i = 1:45. Such a peaking factor corresponds to a logarithmic den-
sity gradient at mid{radius R=L
n
between 2.5 and 3.5, which is close to the R=L
n
value
fullling the condition of zero particle ux as computed by gyrokinetic and gyrouid codes
in the collisionless limit at experimentally observed values of the logarithmic temperature
gradients. For smaller values of R=L
n
, a total particle ux directed inwards is obtained in
the theoretical calculations, carried by trapped electrons. This pinch is found to decrease
with increasing collisionality in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations.
However a quantitative agreement between the experimentally observed density peaking
dependence on collisionality and nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations is still missing.
Both the experimental and theoretical results indicate that the density prole in the
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ITER standard scenario will not be at, in contrast to usual assumptions [55]. A peaked
density prole has positive consequences on the fusion power, which is found to increase by
approximately 30% at the predicted values of density peaking [12, 39] with respect to a at
density prole, keeping xed the temperature proles and impurity concentration proles.
A peaked density prole raises concerns about the behaviour of heavy impurities. AUG
and JET experimental results on impurity transport show that if the transport is anoma-
lous, no strong accumulation of highly charged impurities takes place, in contrast to the
behaviour predicted by neoclassical theory. This experimental result agrees with the theo-
retical nding that no pinch mechanism producing strong accumulation is predicted by core
microinstabilities like ITG modes and TEMs. These results are also promising for a burning
plasma, provided the central  heating is large enough to drive a turbulent transport up
to the innermost region of the plasma column. Finally, anomalous impurity convection is
observed in both inward and outward directions. In particular, small or even outward con-
vection is observed in conditions of central electron heating, in qualitative agreement with
the theoretical predictions of an outward impurity convection in the case of strong electron
temperature gradient driven TEM microinstabilities.
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Table 1. Statistical relevance of plasma parameters in regressions for the density peaking
in which collisionality, Greenwald fraction and major radius are alternatively included or


























0.067 -0.127 -0.003 -0.032 -0.018 -0.003 -0.006 0.114
no 
eff





0.083 -0.120 -0.053 0.017 -0.000 0.022 -0.030 0.127
All vars 0.077 -0.115 0.028 0.042 -0.063 -0.015 -0.025 0.002 0.057 0.113
no R
geo
0.066 -0.136 0.012 0.001 -0.037 -0.019 -0.006 -0.006 0.114
Table 1.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Density peaking as a function of collisionality (a), Greenwald fraction (b)
, 

(c), and beam source parameter  

NBI
(d), from the combined database of AUG and JET
H{mode plasmas.
FIG. 2: (Color online) Particle ux as a function of the normalised logarithmic density gradient
R=L
n







, computed with the linear version of the GS2 code [26] and the quasi{linear model in [29]
and the nonlinear GENE code [28] for a single value of the logarithmic temperature gradient (a);
corresponding values of R=L
n
at the null of the particle ux as a function of R=L
T
, with highlighted
regions of dierent dominant instabilities, and in dark grey the window of logarithmic temperature
gradients regularly measured in AUG and JET H{mode plasmas at mid{radius (b).
FIG. 3: (Color online) Diusion coeÆcients (a), pinch velocities (b) of a Si trace and power balance
conductivities, together with the neoclassical predictions (c), for a set of 0.8 MA H{mode AUG
plasmas, with 5 MW NBI heating only and with additional ECH [16].
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Normalized pinch to diusion ratio as computed by a quasi{linear model
with the GS2 code, as a function of Z, with A = 2Z for dierent choices of input parameters as
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